
THE FIRST AUTHORING SYSTEM
FOR AUGMENTED AND VIRTUAL LEARNING



WITHOUT SMART IOT TRAININGS

Professional coaches can represent a significant 
investment, depending on their expertise and 
experience. Likewise, conventional trainings 
require the coordination of schedules and 
locations, which can lead to limitations in 
temporal and spatial flexibility.

With conventional methods of work monitoring, 
the problem arises that the executed work steps 
cannot be verified in real-time. This results in 
errors being identified and rectified only after 
a certain delay. This can lead to inefficient 
workflows.

Time-consuming and costly No real-time assessment



SMART IOT TRAININGS

• Control and instant feedback: Monitoring and feedback of work steps in real-time
• Continuous optimization: Instantly identify possible sources of errors and perfect your work steps
• Examination mode: For ongoing review of your workflows and to hide content

By using our smart IoT trainings we create a connection between the real and virtual worlds for 
you and develop trainings directly linked to the training object.

Connect & learn: Innovative trainings



In a world that is rapidly changing in terms of technology, augmented reality has established itself as a key 
instrument for numerous applications. But what does our daily life look like if we were to forget this 
advanced technology?

• Limited accessibility: Training materials are often in cumbersome paper form and lack direct reference 
to the real object.

• Elaborate creation: Training materials require a lot of time to create and must be constantly updated.

• Uncertain & expensive: If something goes wrong during training, the consequences can be costly.  
In addition, dangerous situations and the effects of actions are difficult to train in a safe environment.

WITHOUT AR KNOWLEDGE DATABASE



AR KOWLEDGE DATA BASE

The knowledge database provides learners 
with answers to their questions during training. 
Whether it’s basic knowledge and onboarding, 
tips and tricks, or assistance with problems and 
difficult questions, everything is unified on one 
platform.

Specialized knowledge can be transformed into  
innovative XR content of the next generation without  
the need of programming or design knowledge.  
All your knowledge always and everywhere availble – 
for your ultimate learning success and a highly  
immersive learning experience.

YOUR INFORMATION COMPASS YOUR KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION



WITHOUT VR TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

LESS OPPORTUNITIES

In the world of modern learning, conventional training methods that do not incorporate virtual reality  
face several challenges:

• Limited flexibility: Trainings are bound to fixed times and locations

• Lack of interactivity: Learners are often only passive participants

• Restricted customization: The needs and learning styles of trainees can hardly be accommodated



VR TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

With the XR Creator, you can create interactive scenarios directly in your VR headset without programming 
knowledge. This way, learners are not just spectators but actively participate in the training.

• Individuality: Creation of unique learning environments 
• Diversity: Interactive learning opportunities to increase efficiency
• Consequence-free error management: No real consequences for making mistakes

Learning in Another Dimension



Are you dreaming of a tailored XR learning environment for your company? Regardless of your use case, 
we put our focus on your specific needs and goals to realize a custom XR solution.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

Experience the future of learning with XR Creator, an augmented and virtual reality authoring tool 
to create trainings and learning experiences in an instant, without any programming knowledge.

Our modular system helps you to tailor content to your specific needs and achieve lasting learning success: 

Innovation: Comprehensive solution for all XR applications
Flexibility: Perfectly tailored and continuously expandable to real requirements

Knowledge database: Knowledge available anytime, anywhere

YOUR IMMERSIVE LEARNING JOURNEY

Our experts rely on 
comprehensive 

conceptualization, based 
not only on technical 
expertise but also on 

profound XR knowledge. 

Conceptualization & 
XR knowledge

Do you need a feature 
crucial for your learning suc-

cess? We handle 
the customization for 

you within short 
development cycles. 

Tailored 
features

Our specialized content and 
training development encom-
pass 3D design, gamification 
of XR content, integration of 
embedded systems, and the 

use of Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Specialized content & 
training development



Find out first-hand how the XR Creator has changed the way we learn and 
teach through the voices of our customers and product owner.

Vision & Echo

“XR will be an integral part of our daily 
lives in the future. With our XR Creator, 
you can embrace the future today.“

Michael Demel,  
XR Product Owner

“In the production and packaging of 
highly sensitive products, it is important 
to continuously keep the error rate under 
control. To seize the opportunity to improve 
ourselves daily, we use the XR Creator, with 
the knowledge database adapted to our needs. 
Learning On Site pure this is what Industrial 
Learning 4.0 looks like to me.“

Dipl. Ing. Roland Fabris,  
CEO Takeda Austria GmbH



Tel.: +43 (1) 78 66 318  /  E-Mail: office@create.at

LEARN MORE ABOUT

XR Creator


